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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Motivation: Accurate identification and delineation
of promoters/TSSs (transcription start sites) is important for improving genome annotation and devising experiments to study and understand transcriptional regulation. Many promoter identifiers are developed for promoter identification. However, each
promoter identifier has its own focuses and limitations, and we introduce an integration scheme to
combine some identifiers together to gain a better
prediction performance. Result: In this contribution,
8 promoter identifiers (Proscan, TSSG, TSSW,
FirstEF, eponine, ProSOM, EP3, FPROM) are chosen for the investigation of integration. A feature selection method, called mRMR (Minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance), is novelly transferred to
promoter identifier selection by choosing a group of
robust and complementing promoter identifiers. For
comparison, four integration methods (SMV, WMV,
SMV_IS, WMV_IS), from simple to complex, are
developed to process a training dataset with 1400 sequences and a testing dataset with 378 sequences. As
a result, 5 identifiers (FPROM, FirstEF, TSSG, eponine, TSSW) are chosen by mRMR, and the integration of them achieves 70.08% and 67.83% correct
prediction rates for a training dataset and a testing
dataset respectively, which is better than any single
identifier in which the best single one only achieves
59.32% and 61.78% for the training dataset and
testing dataset respectively.

Promoter, a short DNA sequence, is the binding site of
RNA polymerases. It determines the transcription start
site (TSS). After RNA polymerase binding to a promoter,
the promoter initiates the transcription and indicates
where the transcription should start. In order to be recognized by the RNA polymerases, the structure of promoters is rather stable, e.g. in eukaryotic genome, many
promoters contain TATA box, which can help locate
promoters by searching TATA sequences. Besides TATA
box, functional motifs, oligonucleotide composition and
compositional features are also used for promoter identification [1-8]. However, each promoter identifier has its
own focuses. Even when the same identification strategy
is applied by some different identifiers, they differ in
detail. Since some promoter identifiers maybe complement with each other because their principles are different, their integration will be able to enhance the promoter identification performance [9,10]. This paper investigates a novel way to combine some promoter identifiers together to improve the identification rate.
Voting has long been recognized as a useful integration tool to improve the robustness of a decision system.
Nearly all investigations find that if a decision gains the
majority votes, that decision is more likely to be the
right decision. These investigations are found in all
kinds of research areas, including pattern recognitions
[11-13], character and hand-writing recognitions [14-17],
image analysis [18,19], credit card slip processing [20]
and speaker identification [21]. Voting has also been
applied to identify promoters/TSSs [9,22]. In [10], 6
promoter identifiers were investigated, and 5 of them
were integrated to enhance the recognition rate by excluding a non user-friendly and poor-performed on-line
promoter identifier. In a recent work [22], Won et al.
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investigated 8 promoter/TSS (transcription start site)
identifiers and tried to find out what combinations were
best for the identification. They introduced a cut-off
value to exclude any promoter identifiers whose identification rate was lower than the cut-off value. However,
the work in [22] did not take consideration of the order
of adding the promoters into the integration, whereas,
the order will also affect the identification performance,
as will be explained later in the paragraph. In this study,
8 promoter identifiers (Proscan, TSSG, TSSW, FirstEF,
eponine, ProSOM, EP3, FPROM) are investigated. For
the eight promoter identifiers, two criteria should be
considered for the integration: firstly, the better the identifiers perform, the more preferable the identifiers should
be chosen, and secondly, dissimilar/less-correlated identifiers complement each other better and are also more
preferable to be chosen. The first criterion is straightforward. The second criterion is applied because similar
identifiers may strengthen each other and dominate the
decisions, e.g. if one identifier is used twice, the decision
will be biased towards this identifier. Similarly, if too
many identifiers are similar to each other, the decision
will be biased towards that type of identifiers. Since the
two criteria could be incompatible with each other, optimization is needed to balance both criteria. In this paper, identifiers are selected one by another. The order of
the identifiers for the selection is important, illustrated
by the following example. Suppose 4 identifiers i1 , i2 ,
i3 and i4 are under examination and the combination
of i1 and i2 produces best results, if identifiers are
added according to the list [ i1 , i4 , i3 , i2 ], the optimized
combination can never be found. Thus following the two
criteria to make a list is important. mRMR (minimum
Redundancy Maximum Relevance) method [23] is originally developed for feature selection, and is transferred
into the selection of promoter identifiers to satisfy the
two criteria. mRMR tries to maximize the relevance between variables and the targets, which is in accordance
with criterion 1, and at the same time, minimize the redundancy between variables, which is in accordance
with criterion 2. mRMR is introduced in detail in section
2.3. However, voting cannot solve the intrinsic problems
of individual identifiers and the right decision of one
identifier will be ignored if most of identifiers vote for
the wrong decision. Therefore, future researches are still
needed.
For comparison, four integration methods SMV (simple majority voting), WMV (weighted majority voting),
SMV_IS (simple majority voting plus identifier selection)
and WMV_IS (weighted majority voting plus identifier
selection), from simple to complex, are developed to
process a training dataset with 1400 sequences and a
testing dataset with 378 sequences. As a result, WMV_
IS achieves the best TSS-based recognition rates with
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

70.08% and 67.83% correct recognition rates for the
training dataset and testing dataset respectively.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
2.1. Datasets
The EPD (The Eukaryotic Promoter Database Current
Release 95, http://www.epd.isb-sib.ch/) [24], a promoter
database of the EMBL Data Library, is an annotated
non-redundant collection of experimentally determined
eukaryotic polymerase II promoters. Since promoters are
defined and confirmed by experimentally determined
TSSs, the underlying promoter definition is given by the
position of TSS in EPD database.
First, 1871 human gene sequences were downloaded
from the EPD website, and 1778 DNA sequences were
chosen by excluding any sequence containing missing
base pairs. The sequence length is 1.5 kb while the true
TSS is located at a random position on the sequence.
These 1778 sequences are then divided into a training
dataset with 1400 sequences and a testing dataset with
378 sequences randomly. The training dataset is evaluated by 5-fold cross-validation to obtain the recognition
rates for each promoter identifier. These recognition
rates are later fed back to weight the identifiers in voting
for both training and testing dataset. Since the recognition rates are gained from the training dataset and then
fed back to the training dataset for weighting, the recognition might be biased. However, since the identification
accuracy is rather stable especially with a large dataset,
the bias is neglectable. For scrutiny, a testing dataset is
independently used for testing by taking the promoter
recognition rates from the training dataset. Please refer
to supplemental material 1 and supplemental material 2
for the training datasets and the testing datasets respectively.

2.2. Promoter Identifiers
Many TSS predictors are available on the internet. Eight
identifiers are chosen as they have been actively maintained and widely used. These identifiers are Proscan,
TSSG, TSSW, FirstEF, eponine, ProSOM, EP3, FPROM.
Detail of these identifiers can be found in Supplemental
Material 3. Their different recognition mechanisms and
mathematical architectures may enable them to complement each other during voting.

2.3. MRMR (Minimum Redundancy Maximum
Relevance)
Minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance (mRMR)
[23] is first developed by Peng. In mRMR analysis, a
good feature is characterized by its relevance with the
target variable and its correlation with other features – it
will be more likely to be chosen if it is more relevant to
JBiSE
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the target class and less correlated with other features.
Both relevance and correlation can be estimated by mutual information (MI), indicating how much one vector
is related to another. MI is defined as follows:
I ( x, y )   p ( x, y ) log

p ( x, y )
dxdy
p( x) p( y )

(1)

where x and y are two vectors; p( x, y ) is the joint
probabilistic density; p( x) and p( y ) are the marginal
probabilistic densities.
Let  denote the whole vector set. The already-selected vector set with m vectors is denoted by  s ,
and the to-be-selected vector set with n vectors is denoted by t . Relevance D of a feature f in t
with a target variable c can be computed by Eq.2.
D  I ( f , c)

(2)

Redundancy R of a feature f in t with all the
features in  s can be computed by Eq.3
R

1
m



fi s

I ( f , fi )

(3)

To maximize relevance and minimize redundancy,
mRMR function is obtained by integrating Eq.2 and Eq.
3:

1
max  I ( f j , c) 
f j t
m



I ( f j , fi )  ( j  1, 2,..., n)
fi s




(4)

Let the initial  s  { fi } where fi is the vector
produced by the best performed promoter identifier, and
t  { f1 , f 2 ,..., fi 1 , fi 1 ,..., f n } by excluding only fi .
Eq.4 is used to obtain one vector by another in totally n  1 rounds, resulting a vector list with the selection order S   f 0' , f1' ,..., f h ' ,..., f N 1'  where h de-

notes at which round the feature is selected.
In this research, mRMR method is used to rank the 8
promoter identifiers. The predicted/identified results are
coded by integer numbers as is described in Subsection
2.6. The real coded promoters are the target vector, and
the predicted ones are treated as the input features for the
mRMR method.

2.4. Voting Systems
Four voting systems are developed for the promoter recognition. They are Simple Majority Voting (SMV),
Weighted Majority Voting (WMV), Simple Majority
Voting plus Identifier Selection (SMV_IS), Weighted
Majority Voting plus Identifier Selection (WMV_IS).
2.4.1. Simple Majority Voting (SMV)
Each promoter identifier will give a decision. The majority decisions over a TSS are taken as the predicted
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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TSS. This is the simplest voting system that does not
require any additional complex computation.
2.4.2. Weighted Majority Voting (WMV)
In SMV, all identifiers are treated equally regardless of
their identification capability, while, in WMV, the vote
of an identifier is weighted by its recognition rate. For
example, when integrating 4 predictors, assume the detected rates for the eight promoter identifiers are 0.4,
0.45, 0.5 and 0.55. The to-be-predicted sample is judged
to be a positive one with the first two identifiers, while
the other two give out negative results. With SMV, the
score of this sample obtained is 2 because two identifiers
agree that this sample is in promoter region. But with
WMV, the score become (0.4 + 0.45)/(0.4 + 0.45 + 0.5 +
0.55) = 0.447. Here, if the score is no more than 0.5, the
sample would be predicted as a negative sample, i.e. not
located in promoter. So the output for this sample would
be negative. Because the performance of some identifiers is much better than others, these better performed
identifiers should be weighted more heavily. The recognition rate is obtained by evaluating the training dataset
using cross-validation.
2.4.3. Simple Majority Voting Plus Identifier
Selection (SMV_IS)
The 8 investigated algorithms are first ranked by the
mRMR method. Identifiers in the topper ranks are regarded to be less redundant between each other and
more relevant to the SST recognition. Next, we need to
find out how many identifiers should be chosen from the
mRMR ranking list S   f 0' , f1' ,..., f 7 '  by adding one

identifier by other from the list as the candidate identifiers, starting from the first identifier

f 0 ' . Each time when

an identifier is added, SMV is applied among the selected identifiers. The integrated identifier through SMV,
with the highest correct recognition rate evaluated by
cross-validation test, is regarded as the optimized identifier/predictor of SMV_IS.
2.4.4. Weighted Majority Voting Plus Identifier
Selection (WMV_IS)
The only difference between SMV_IS and WMV_IS is
that, towards the integration of the candidate identifiers,
WMV is applied instead of SMV.

2.5 Detection and Prediction Rate
If an identifier outputs a predicted promoter instead of
an explicit TSS, the prediction is regarded to be correct
if the predicted promoter is within the range from 200bp
upstream to 100bp downstream of the experimentally
determined TSS. The Detected TSS Rate is defined as
the number of recognized TSSs divided by the total
number of experimentally determined TSSs, and NonJBiSE
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detected TSS Rate is calculated as 1 minus the detected
rate. The Correct Prediction Rate is defined as the number of correctly recognized TSSs divided by the total
number of the predicted TSSs, and the False Prediction
Rate is calculated as 1 minus the correct prediction rate.
The prediction rates we use are defined as follows:
Detected TSS Rate
the number of recognized TSSs
=
the total number of experimentally determined TSSs
Non - detected TSS Rate = 1 - Detected TSS Rate
Correct Prediction Rate
=

the number of correctly recognized TSSs
the total number of the predicted TSSs

False Prediction Rate = 1 - Correct Prediction Rate

2.6. Generate Input Matrix for MRMR
Algorithm
First the prediction results need to be organized in a way
that can be input into mRMR. Each residue is predicted
by N predictors (N is the number of predictors used),
and its true identity is determined by experiment. Thus
each residue can be coded by N + 1 digits. The experimentally determined TSSs are regarded as the target
variable of mRMR while the N predicted TSSs are regarded as the features of mRMR.
The final matrix is a 1-0 matrix of 2100000 × (N + 1)
(2100000 = 1400 × 1500), including the true TSS region
and N prediction results. Each sequence consists of 1500
nucleotides, and the matrix contains all the 1400 sequences. The input matrix is shown in Figure 1. The
first column: The sites from 200bp upstream to 100bp
downstream of the TSS are set to be 1, and others are set
to be 2. The other N columns: The predicted TSSs are set
to be 1, and others are set to be 0.
Then mRMR is applied to filter the features and get
the rank.
All supplemental materials mentioned above are available upon request.

better detection rate is regarded to perform better. The
predictor FPROM is considered to have best prediction
performance since it achieves the best correct prediction
accuracy, 59.32%, among all the 8 predictors, and at the
same time has a reasonable detected rate (64.57%). Correct prediction rates, obtained by the train- ing dataset,
are used to weight the corresponding predictors when
they are integrated by WMV and WMV_IS.
3.1.2. Voting Method (SMV and WMV)
The sequence of 1500 bps is divided into 15 regions,
each of which contains 100 bps. Votes are counted on
each region, i.e., if a predicted TSS falls on a region, the
region gets a vote. The prediction rates of Simple Majority Voting are shown in Table 2. For the SMV, though its
correct prediction rate is a little lower (1.52%) than that
of the best predictor FPROM, the detected rate is much
higher (8.14%) than FPROM. For WMV, both its detected rate and correct prediction rate are higher than
FPROM, indicating that WMV performs better than any
individual predictor and also the SMV.
3.1.3. Output of MRMR Program
The mRMR program used in this contribution is
downloaded from website http://research.janelia.org/peng/
proj/mRMR/. As all of the input vectors are integer vectors, we specify the parameter t  0 in the mRMR program to satisfy the integral calculation. Submit the matrix, resulted from the promoter identifiers to the mRMR
program, (resulted from Subsection 2.6) to get the ranks
of the identifiers. The list, provided by mRMR, is shown
in Figure 2.
Table 1. The performance of 8 promoter predictors.
Software

Detected Rate

Correct Prediction Rate

Proscan

35.79%

47.35%

TSSG

59.36%

47.35%

TSSW

66.21%

49.47%

FirstEF

31.29%

55.17%

3. RESULTS

eponine

42.86%

50.81%

3.1. Training Sets

ProSOM

50.43%

44.17%

EP3

29.50%

49.17%

FPROM

64.57%

59.32%

3.1.1. The Prediction Results of the Eight Predictors
The training dataset (1400 sequences) were input into the
8 promoter predictors (refer to Subsection 2.2) and the
prediction results were produced. The prediction rates
(defined in Subsection 2.5) were calculated to rate the
performance of the predictors, which are shown in Table
1. Correct prediction rate is the best standard to evaluate
the prediction performance. If two predictors have similar
correct prediction rates, the one achieving significantly

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Table 2. The performance of SMV and WMV.
Software-Integration

Detected

Correct

SMV(8 identifiers together)

73.36%

63.01%

WMV(8 identifiers together)

68.57%

69.03%

JBiSE
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Figure 1. The input matrix of mRMR, suppose N = 8. The first row shows the titles of columns. The first column shows the
category of each sample, representing positive ones with 1 while negative ones with 2. The other eight columns show the
outputs of the eight individual predictors. If the sample is predicted as in promoter region, the corresponding value of the
sample will be assigned to 1, otherwise, 0.

Figure 2. The output rank of mRMR. The first two rows show the parameters of mRMR program, while entropy score was
calculated based on the probabilities of each feature obtained from the training dataset. The order of features was calculated
based on Eq.4 in methods.

3.1.4 Software-Integration (SMV_IS and WMV_IS)
According to the rank of mRMR result, we add the
identifiers to be integrated through voting one by one.
The integration results of SMV_IS and WMV_IS are
shown in Table 3 and Table 4. The best correct prediction rate is achieved by integrating 5 identifiers,
FPROM, FirstEF, TSSG, eponine and TSSW using
WMV_IS, shown in Table 4. The correct prediction rate
of the integration is 70.08, a slight improvement to the
WMV. At the same time, the correct detected rate has
also been improved, confirming that WMV_IS performs
better than WMV. The integration of 7 identifiers of
SMV_IS is also slightly better than including all the 8
identifiers, as is shown in Table 3.
The best results obtained from different prediction
methods are shown in Table 5. When sorted by the
correct prediction rates, the order of these prediction
methods is WMV_IS>WMV>SMV_IS>SMV>FPROM.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

3.2. Testing Sets
3.2.1. Results of the Eight Individual Identifiers
The testing dataset with 378 sequences was input into the
eight promoter predictors (refer to Subsection 2.2, two
predictors are deleted). The prediction rates (defined in
Subsection 2.5) were calculated to rate the performance of
the identifiers. These values are shown in Table 6.
3.2.2. Identifier-Integration
We use the same voting methods, SMV and WMV, as in
Subsection 3.1.2, and methods WMV_IS and SMV_IS,
as in Subsection 3.1.4. Because testing dataset is only
used for testing, the list and the number of the identifiers
are adopted from the training dataset. The purpose of the
testing dataset is to validate the results from the training
dataset, as it is regarded to be unbiased in the voting.
The prediction results of the testing dataset are shown in
Table 7. By comparing the results in Table 5 with those
JBiSE
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Table 3. The SMV_IS results.
Software-Integration

Detected

Correct
prediction

FPROM

64.57%

59.32%

FPROM&FirstEF

73.00%

57.31%

FPROM&FirstEF&TSSG

77.07%

56.04%

FPROM&FirstEF&TSSG&eponine

76.07%

60.99%

FPROM&FirstEF&TSSG&eponine&TSSW

73.57%

63.35%

FPROM&FirstEF&TSSG&eponine&TSSW&Proscan

72.71%

62.71%

FPROM&FirstEF&TSSG&eponine&TSSW&Proscan&ProSOM

73.57%

64.12%

FPROM&FirstEF&TSSG&eponine&TSSW&Proscan&ProSOM&EP3

73.36%

64.01%

Software-Integration

Detected

Correct
Prediction

FPROM

64.57%

59.32%

FPROM&FirstEF

67.57%

60.37%

FPROM&FirstEF&TSSG

69.29%

64.58%

FPROM&FirstEF&TSSG&eponine

69.43%

68.62%

FPROM&FirstEF&TSSG&eponine&TSSW

69.01%

70.08%

FPROM&FirstEF&TSSG&eponine&TSSW&Proscan

68.79%

68.87%

FPROM&FirstEF&TSSG&eponine&TSSW&Proscan&ProSOM

68.64%

69.01%

FPROM&FirstEF&TSSG&eponine&TSSW&Proscan&ProSOM&EP3

68.57%

69.03%

Predicction Methods

Detected

Correct
Prediction

The best single software(FPROM)

64.57%

59.32%

SMV(8 softwares together)

73.36%

63.01%

WMV(8 softwares together)

68.57%

69.03%

SMV_IS(FPROM&FirstEF&TSSG&eponine&TSSW&Proscan&ProSOM)

73.57%

64.12%

WMV_IS(FPROM&FirstEF&TSSG&eponine&TSSW)

69.01%

70.08%

Table 4. The WMV_IS results.

Table 5. The prediction results of the training dataset.

Table 6. The performance of 8 promoter identifiers using testing sets.
Identifiers

Detected Rate

Correct Prediction Rate

ProSOM

48.15%

40.63%

EP3

28.04%

45.30%

Proscan

34.92%

45.52%

TSSG

59.52%

47.77%

TSSW

62.96%

49.64%

eponine

46.56%

49.93%

FirstEF

32.80%

60.08%

FPROM

67.99%

61.78%

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

in Table 7, we can tell that WMV_IS performs the best
in both training dataset and testing dataset. However, we
cannot tell whether SMV or SMV_IS performs better
than the best single software FPROM in the testing,
since they produces lower prediction accuracy than the
FPROM. As a conclusion, several observations can be
made: 1) The prediction rate of integrating several identifiers is not necessarily better than the best single identifier, e.g. the SMV and SMV_IS have lower correct
prediction rates than the best single identifier; 2) In all
cases, the prediction rate is greater with the identifier
selection than those without; 3) The prediction rate of
WMV is greater than that of SMV.
JBiSE
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Table 7. The prediction resluts of the testing dataset.
Software-Integration

Detected

Correct

The best single software(FPROM)

67.99%

61.78%

SMV(8 softwares together)

71.16%

59.33%

WMV(8 softwares together)

65.87%

67.30%

SMV_IS(FPROM&FirstEF&TSSG&eponine&TSSW
&Proscan&ProSOM)

70.10%

62.82%

WMV_IS(FPROM&FirstEF&TSSG&eponine&TSSW)

66.67%

67.83%

4. CONCLUSIONS
We introduce a voting system to integrate several eukaryotic promoter identifiers to predict promoters in the
human genome. We find that the integration of several
identifiers through a simple voting does not necessarily
improve the prediction performance. However, after the
identifiers are weighted using their prediction accuracies,
the prediction performance is improved. Moreover, filtering the identifiers is able to improve the prediction
accuracy than using all identifiers without a filtering.
The order of the identifiers to be added, provided by the
mRMR, may not be truly optimized since mRMR makes
the list without an attempt to integrate the identifiers,
which could potentially be a topic for a future research.
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